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Spoiler alert – it’s palazzo pants.
Why? It’s all about proportion. If you have a pear shaped body, your hips are wider than your shoulders. There’s nothing wrong with
that – 60% of women are pear shaped. But when an outfit has a sense of balance, it looks so much more stylish.
Now, palazzo pants add volume below the waist so they’ll make your shoulders seem even smaller in comparison. And that’s OK. We
don’t all need to try to look like we have hourglass figures all the time.
What palazzo pants do for pear shaped women is to balance out our hips and ankles. Yes, that’s a thing. Think back to the last time
you tried on a pair of skinny jeans, or those tapered ankle pants that were in style in the 80s. You probably noticed that they didn’t look
quite right on you, but you weren’t sure why. The problem is that everyone’s body is narrower at the feet than at the hips. So when
your hips are curvier than most, pants that are tight at the ankle make your hips look wide and out of proportion.
Boot cut jeans try to mitigate this effect, but aren’t as successful as palazzo pants. By adding volume to the lower half of your outfit, they emphasize your hips while
hiding the relative smallness of other body parts. The pants are in proportion to your curvy hips, which is why they’re so flattering.
Seriously, wide leg palazzo pants look so good on pear shaped women that you may want to buy several pairs now while they’re trendy so you’ll have them when
they become hard to find. They’re a classic and will look great even if they’re not on the runway during fashion week.
Kiyonna’s Peyton Palazzo Pants are made from cotton jersey, so they drape beautifully. Jersey won’t wrinkle in your suitcase, so they’re great for travel. And they
really are as comfortable as they look. They can go from lunch with friends to date night to a special occasion.
Dressing according to trends is all well and good, but true style comes from dressing according to your body shape and your personal tastes. Skinny jeans may be all
the rage, but if you’re pear shaped then palazzo pants are the most flattering option for you. When you’re comfortable in your clothes and confident in how you look,
your personality shines through – and that’s what you really want people to see when they look at you.
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